Franklin Total Return Fund—Class A
Product Profile

FUND CHARACTERISTICS
(AS OF 6/30/16)
NASDAQ Symbol
Fund Inception Date
Investment Style
Benchmark
Lipper Classification
Morningstar Category™
Total Net Assets—All Share
Classes
Number of Holdings
Maximum Initial Sales Charge

Second Quarter 2016

FUND DESCRIPTION
The fund seeks to provide high, current income consistent with preservation of capital. Capital appreciation
over the long term is a secondary goal. Under normal market conditions, the fund invests at least 80% of its
FKBAX assets in investment grade debt securities and investments. It is a multi-sector fund currently focusing on
8/3/98 government and corporate debt and mortgage- and asset-backed securities.

Fixed Income
Barclays U.S.
Aggregate Index
Core Plus Bond Funds
Intermediate-Term
Bond
4,921 million

PERFORMANCE DATA
Average Annual Total Returns for Periods Ended June 30, 2016 (%)
1 Mth*

3 Mths*

YTD*

1 Yr

3 Yrs

5 Yrs

10 Yrs

Since Incept
(8/3/98)

-2.71
1.58

-1.81
2.55

-0.19
4.19

-1.25
3.13

1.87
3.35

2.52
3.42

4.57
5.03

4.97
5.23

1.80

2.21

5.31

6.00

4.06

3.76

5.13

5.28

With Sales Charge
Without Sales
Charge
Barclays U.S.
834 Aggregate Index

4.25% Total Annual Operating Expenses—With Waiver:0.91% Without Waiver:0.94%
30-Day Standardized Yield (As of 6/30/16)—With Waiver: 1.87% Without Waiver: 1.81%

Performance data represents past performance, which does not guarantee future results. Current performance may
differ from figures shown. The fund's investment return and principal value will change with market conditions, and you
may have a gain or a loss when you sell your shares. Please call Franklin Templeton Investments at (800) DIAL
BEN/(800) 342-5236 or visit franklintempleton.com for the most recent month-end performance.
The fund has an expense reduction contractually guaranteed through at least February 28, 2017. The fund may also have a fee
waiver associated with any investments it makes in a Franklin Templeton money fund, an arrangement that is contractually
guaranteed through at least its current fiscal year-end. Fund investment results reflect the expense reduction and fee waiver, as
applicable; without these reductions, the results would have been lower.
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If the Fund's sales charge had been included, the returns would have been lower.

The fund’s 30-day standardized yield is calculated over a trailing 30-day period using the yield to maturity on bonds and/or the
dividends accrued on stocks. It may not equal the fund’s actual income distribution rate, which reflects the fund’s past dividends
paid to shareholders.
*Cumulative Total Returns.
For information related to the “Fund Characteristics” and “Performance Data” sections, please see Explanatory Notes.
Not FDIC Insured | May Lose Value | No Bank Guarantee
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PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION (AS OF 6/30/16)
Top Ten Holdings
Security Name

% of Total

FNMA, 4.00%, 7/01/46

3.19

FHLMC, 4.00%, 7/01/46

2.91

FNMA, 3.50%, 7/01/46

2.31

FNMA, 3.00%, 7/01/46

2.22

FHLMC, 3.00%, 7/01/46

2.21

U.S. Treasury Note, 3.125%, 5/15/21

2.02

GNMA II, SF, 3.50%, 7/01/46

1.97

U.S. Treasury Bond, 2.875%, 5/15/43

1.88

GNMA II, SF, 3.00%, 7/01/46

1.70

U.S. Treasury Bond, 6.25%, 8/15/23

1.66

Quality Weightings
60%
42.49
40%
21.45
20%

13.74
6.34

5.61
0%

AAA

AA

A

BBB

BB

5.00

2.92

0.37

0.05

0.12

1.81

0.08

B

CCC

CC

C

D

NR

N/A

Sector Weightings

Investment Grade Corporates

28.42

Agency Mortgage-Backed Securitie

21.36

U.S. Treasury

15.53

Floating-Rate Loans

8.52

High Yield Corporates

7.41

International Bonds

6.70

CMBS

3.64

Residential Mortgage-Backed Secu

3.10

ABS
Municipal Bonds
Others
U.S. Agency
Cash & Cash Equivalents

0%

2.06
1.55
0.73
0.17
0.81

6%

12%

18%

24%

30%

Quality Weightings: Ratings shown are assigned by Standard & Poor’s, a Nationally Recognized Statistical Credit Rating Organization. The ratings are an indication of an issuer’s creditworthiness
and typically range from AAA (highest) to D (lowest). The NR category consists of ratable securities that have not been rated by S&P. Cash and equivalents as well as derivatives are excluded from
this breakdown. As a result, the chart does not reflect the fund's total net assets.
Sector Weightings: Portfolio weights reflect certain derivatives held in the portfolio (or their underlying reference assets) and may not total 100% or may be negative due to rounding, use of any
derivatives, unsettled trades or other factors.
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PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS (AS OF 6/30/16)—Fund vs. Barclays U.S. Aggregate Index
Fund

Benchmark

Average Duration

5.14 Yrs

5.47 Yrs

Average Weighted Maturity

7.48 Yrs

7.70 Yrs

95.06%

N/A

Annual Turnover Ratio (As of 10/31/15)

PERFORMANCE RISK STATISTICS - Class A
Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) Statistics
(As of 6/30/16)
Performance Risk Statistics

3 Years

5 Years

10 Years

Standard Deviation

2.66

3.14

4.11

Alpha

0.12

0.27

0.15

Beta

0.80

0.84

0.95

Sharpe Ratio
Information Ratio
Tracking Error
R-Squared

1.24

1.07

1.00

-0.41

-0.15

-0.04

1.73

2.17

2.81

61.81

54.18

53.46

Performance data represents past performance, which does not guarantee future
results. Current performance may differ from figures shown. The fund's investment
return and principal value will change with market conditions, and you may have a
gain or a loss when you sell your shares. Please call Franklin Templeton Investments
at (800) DIAL BEN/(800) 342-5236 or visit franklintempleton.com for the most recent
month-end performance.
GLOSSARY
Alpha: Alpha measures the difference between a fund's actual returns and its expected returns given its risk level as measured by its beta. A positive alpha figure indicates the fund has performed
better than its beta would predict. In contrast, a negative alpha indicates a fund has underperformed, given the expectations established by the fund's beta. Some investors see alpha as a
measurement of the value added or subtracted by a fund's manager.
Annual Turnover Ratio: Percentage of a fund's holdings replaced with other holdings during a fund's most recent full fiscal year. A fund's fiscal year end can be found in a fund's current summary
prospectus and/or prospectus.
Average Duration: Also known as 'effective' or 'Macaulay' duration it is a measure of the sensitivity of the price (the value of principal) of a fixed-income investment to a change in interest rates.
Duration is expressed as a number of years. It's an indication of an issue's coupon relative to its maturity. Rising interest rates mean falling bond prices; declining interest rates mean rising bond
prices. The bigger the duration number, the greater the interest-rate risk; (or reward for bond prices). The weighted average duration of a fund reflects the effective duration of the underlying issues,
based on the size of each holding. This value differs with 'Modified Duration' which is modified for the market (dirty) price of an issue.
Average Weighted Maturity: An estimate of the number of terms to maturity, taking the possibility of early payments into account, for the underlying holdings. The calculation uses the weighted
average time to the receipt of all future cash flows for all holdings. Also known as 'average life' for fixed-term products. The weighted average maturity of a fund reflects the maturity of the underlying
issues, based on the size of each holding.
Beta: A measure of the magnitude of a portfolio's past share-price fluctuations in relation to the ups and downs of the overall market (or appropriate market index). The market (or index) is assigned a
beta of 1.00, so a portfolio with a beta of 1.20 would have seen its share price rise or fall by 12% when the overall market rose or fell by 10%.
Current Yield: In general, yield is the annual rate of return for any investment and is expressed as a percentage. With bonds, yield is the effective rate of interest paid on a bond, calculated by the
coupon rate divided by the bond's market price. Bonds are typically issued with fixed coupon payments (regular cash payments of a fixed amount). Bonds are typically valued in terms of the their yield
- what dollar amount as coupon payments is received as compared to the bond's current market price. For a bond fund the current yield may be the disclosed yield paid out to investors.
Information Ratio: In investing terminology, the ratio of expected return to risk. Usually, this statistical technique is used to measure a manager's performance against a benchmark. This measure
explicitly relates the degree by which an investment has beaten the benchmark to the consistency by which the investment has beaten the benchmark.
R-Squared: A measure of how much of a portfolio's performance can be explained by the returns from the overall market (or a benchmark index). If a portfolio's total return precisely matched that of
the overall market or benchmark, its R-squared would be 100. If a portfolio's return bore no relationship to the market's returns, its R-squared would be 0.
Sharpe Ratio: To calculate a Sharpe ratio, an asset's excess returns (its return in excess of the return generated by risk-free assets such as Treasury bills) are divided by the asset's standard
deviation.
Standard Deviation: A measure of the degree to which a fund's return varies from its previous returns or from the average of all similar funds. The larger the standard deviation, the greater the
likelihood (and risk) that a security's performance will fluctuate from the average return.
Tracking Error: Measure of the deviation of the return of a fund compared to the return of a benchmark over a fixed period of time. Expressed as a percentage. The more passively the investment
fund is managed, the smaller the tracking error.

Alpha, Beta, Information Ratio, R-Squared, and Tracking Error are measured against the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Index.
For information related to the “Portfolio Characteristics” section, please see Explanatory Notes.
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MARKET REVIEW

PERFORMANCE REVIEW AND CONTRIBUTORS TO PERFORMANCE

US economic data released during the second
quarter of 2016 were generally mixed. First-quarter
economic growth estimates were revised slightly
higher, mainly due to upward revisions to exports
and business investment, which were partially
offset by a downward revision to consumer
spending. Industrial production fell in March as
mining, manufacturing and utilities contracted,
expanded in April after utility output surged and
manufacturing output gained marginally, and
contracted again in May after the utility and
manufacturing sectors slowed. Sentiment in the
manufacturing sector gained to enter and remain
in expansionary territory, while sentiment in the
non-manufacturing sector cooled but remained in
expansionary territory during the period under
review. New orders for durable goods increased in
March and April but fell in May, while orders for
core capital goods declined for the quarter.
Housing data were positive during the quarter as
home prices advanced, although home sales
witnessed a mixed trend. Retail sales declined in
March due to a fall in motor vehicle sales, rose in
April due to a broad-based increase across most
retail categories, and continued the positive trend
in May, led by increased spending at gas stations
and non-store retailers. Personal income and
spending registered growth during the three
months under review. The consumer confidence
index declined in April and May but rebounded in
June as consumers were less negative about
current business and labor market conditions, and
remained cautiously optimistic about economic
growth in the short term. Consumer price inflation
rose in April and May, led by higher energy and
rent prices. The May payroll number initially came
below expectations and was accompanied by
downward revisions for previous months, which
reduced the three-month moving average. In the
US Federal Reserve's (Fed) June meeting, the
federal funds target rate remained unchanged.
The Fed expects economic conditions to evolve in
a manner that will warrant only gradual increases
in the federal funds target rate, and the projected
pace of rate hikes declined from the prior meeting
along with lowered long-term rate expectations.
Among other important developments, investors
were apprehensive after the United Kingdom's
historic referendum to leave the European Union
in a surprise outcome, which could have
substantial implications on growth, corporate
profits and asset prices in the medium term.

Performance Review
Despite the increase in volatility and significant rate rally toward the end of the second quarter, most fixed
income sectors generally posted positive returns for the period. The fund's exposure to high-yield debt and
investment-grade corporate credit contributed to returns. The fund's allocation to senior-secured floating-rate
loans also boosted results, although performance was mitigated somewhat by security selection in the
sector. The fund's positioning in non-agency residential mortgage-backed securities also enhanced
performance, as did movements in the non-US-dollar yield curve. Conversely, the fund's currency positions
weighed on results, mostly driven by our short Japanese yen exposure, as the yen strengthened versus the
US dollar. Movements in the US-dollar yield curve also detracted from results, as did the fund's allocation to
Treasury inflation-protected securities.
Portfolio Positioning
At period-end, we were slightly overweight in many of the spread sectors, including corporate credit and
securitized products, based on our belief that valuations remained relatively attractive on a longer-term
basis. Over the period, we increased our exposure to investment-grade corporate credit and US Treasuries
while some commercial mortgage-backed securities paid down. We have remained convinced that many
opportunities exist in global bond markets outside of the United States, and we maintained exposure to
international bonds and currencies.
Outlook & Strategy
Our view is that US growth remains on course to pick up over the rest of this year, even though May's
disappointing payroll report (along with external factors such as the uncertainty surrounding Britain's June
referendum to leave the European Union) may persuade the Fed to hold back temporarily from raising
interest rates. Our positive growth outlook for the United States rests on the economy's solid underpinnings.
The labor market has improved since the depths of the financial crisis, wages have risen consistently for
some time, and consumers' balance sheets have been boosted by the health of the housing and stock
markets. We believe such domestic fundamentals are likely to provide the Fed with the justification to
increase interest rates.

The above commentary does not provide a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any market, region, industry, security, portfolio or pooled investment vehicle. Portfolio holdings
information, opinions and other market or economic information and data provided are as of the date of the commentary, unless another date is expressly indicated, and may change without notice.
Statements of fact cited by the manager have been obtained from sources considered reliable but no representation is made as to their completeness or accuracy. The manager’s assessment of a
particular industry, region, security, sector or investment is intended solely to provide insight into the manager’s investment process and is not a recommendation to buy or sell any security, nor
investment advice. References to particular securities or sectors are only for the limited purpose of illustrating general market or economic conditions and are not recommendations to buy or sell a
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Investment Philosophy And Process
Investment Philosophy
We believe that applying a disciplined process to investing across fixed
income sectors, seeking opportunities to add value in the market cycles,
can potentially result in attractive risk-adjusted returns over the long term. The
Fund’s principal investment goal is to provide high current income, consistent
with preservation of capital. Its secondary goal is capital appreciation over the
long term. Under normal market conditions, the Fund invests at least 80% of
its assets in investment grade debt instruments. The Fund focuses on
government and corporate debt securities and mortgage- and asset-backed
securities.

Bottom-Up Approach
Global credit
analysts provide
recommendations
and trades

Franklin Total Return
Fund Team

Macro Strategy

Team meets weekly to
assess relative value,
risks and provide
overall framework for
strategy

FIPC sets outlook
for markets, sectors
and currencies

Investment Process
• Long term, fundamentally driven investment focus
• Diversified multi-sector fund with a flexible mandate to invest across
fixed income sectors, with a focus on investment-grade debt.
• Proactive asset allocation and diversification
– Flexible, multi-sector structure allows the managers to focus on
investment ideas believed to have the most potential within each sector
and opportunistically invest across the fixed income universe.
– Centralized decision making structure, formalized through our Fixed
Income Policy Committee (FIPC), allows for nimble and flexible sector
allocation potential to capitalize on investment opportunities.
• Depth and breadth of fixed income expertise
– Leverages expertise and experience across the Franklin Templeton
Fixed Income Group’s sector and strategy teams—credit, municipal,
international fixed income and structured products.

Portfolio Construction
The team’s “best ideas”
within a context of
portfolio diversification,
potential returns and
investment conviction

Monitoring and Risk
Management

INVESTMENT AND MANAGEMENT TEAM (AS OF 6/30/16)
Franklin Total Return Fund Management Team
Roger Bayston, CFA
Kent Burns, CFA
Christopher Molumphy, CFA
David Yuen, CFA, FRM
Michael J. Materasso

Years with Firm
24
22
27
20
27

Years Experience
30
23
29
28
44

Franklin Templeton Fixed Income Group
Christopher Molumphy, CFA - Chief Investment Officer

Years with Firm
27

Years Experience
29

Number of Members
54
20
64
11

Average Years Experience
21
18
13
18

Quantitative
Municipals

Bank Loans
PAIR

Franklin Templeton Fixed Income Group
Portfolio Managers
Portfolio Managers/Analysts
Research Analysts
Traders
Additional Resources
Local Asset Management
Global Fixed Income

WHAT ARE THE RISKS
All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal. Interest rate movements and mortgage prepayments will affect the fund’s share price and yield.
Bond prices generally move in the opposite direction of interest rates. Thus, as the prices of bonds in the fund adjust to a rise in interest rates, the fund’s share
price may decline. Changes in the financial strength of a bond issuer or in a bond’s credit rating may affect its value. The risks associated with higher-yielding,
lower-rated securities (commonly called junk bonds) include higher risk of default and loss of principal. Investment in foreign securities also involves special risks,
including currency fluctuations, and political and economic uncertainty. Derivatives, including currency management strategies, involve costs and can create
economic leverage in the portfolio which may result in significant volatility and cause the fund to participate in losses (as well as enable gains) on an amount that
exceeds the fund’s initial investment. The fund may not achieve the anticipated benefits, and may realize losses when a counterparty fails to perform as promised.
These and other risk considerations are discussed in the fund’s prospectus.

CFA® and Chartered Financial Analyst® are trademarks owned by CFA Institute.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES
FUND DESCRIPTION
Although U.S. government-sponsored entities may be chartered by Acts of Congress, their securities are neither issued nor guaranteed by the U.S. government. Please see the fund's prospectus for
a detailed discussion regarding various levels of credit support for government agency or instrumentality securities. The fund's yield and share price are not guaranteed and will vary with market
conditions.
FUND CHARACTERISTICS
Number of Holdings: All portfolio holdings are subject to change.
PERFORMANCE DATA
The fund offers other share classes subject to different fees and expenses, which will affect their performance.
Source for Index: FactSet. Indexes are unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an index. They do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges.
PORTFOLIO DIVERSIFICATION
Fund Holdings: Information is historical and may not reflect current or future portfolio characteristics. All portfolio holdings are subject to change. The portfolio manager for the fund reserves the right
to withhold release of information with respect to holdings that would otherwise be included. For updated information, call Franklin Templeton Investments at (800) DIAL BEN/(800) 342-5236 or visit
franklintempleton.com.
Quality Weightings: Percentage may not equal 100% due to rounding. Information is historical and may not reflect current or future portfolio characteristics. All portfolio holdings are subject to change.
Sector Weightings: Information is historical and may not reflect current or future portfolio characteristics. All portfolio holdings are subject to change.
PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS
The portfolio characteristics listed are based on the fund's underlying holdings, and do not necessarily reflect the fund's characteristics. Information is historical and may not reflect current or future
portfolio characteristics. All portfolio holdings are subject to change.

Investors should carefully consider a fund's investment goals, risks, charges and expenses before investing. To obtain a summary prospectus and/or prospectus, which contains
this and other information, talk to your financial advisor, call us at (800) DIAL BEN/(800) 342-5236 or visit franklintempleton.com. Please carefully read a prospectus before you
invest or send money.

Franklin Templeton Distributors, Inc.
One Franklin Parkway
San Mateo, California 94403-1906
(800) DIAL BEN® (800) 342-5236
franklintempleton.com

© 2016 Franklin Templeton Investments. All rights reserved.
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